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Abstract

The diffusion model is a powerful and well-developed process account of the time course
of human decision-making in two-choice tasks. We have applied a diffusion model for
choice response times in a Bayesian statistical framework. This approach promises to
significantly broaden the scope of the psychological problems the models can address.
Here, we show only a small selection of the new reach of this statistical framework.
We illustrate the Bayesian possibilities with a benchmark data set involving a brightness
discrimination task. We simultaneously use a categorical covariate and nonlinear regres-
sion to model the psychophysical function in a theoretically satisfying way. We also use
Bayesian inference on latent class assignment variables to identify and accommodate
contaminant data at the level of individual trials, categorizing them as ‘diffusion’ trials,
‘guesses’, and ‘delayed startup’ trials.

This new approach will permit the application of hierarchical Bayesian diffusion mod-

els. Such models would allow the application of diffusion models to data sets with few

observations per individual, something that has hitherto been very problematic. Hier-

archical diffusion models make it possible to use the diffusion model as a psychometric

measurement model. In such an application of cognitive psychometrics, we would not

use RT as the criterion, but rather a latent property of the response process, which we can

then connect to manifest (or even other latent) properties of the stimulus or participant.

The diffusion model

The Wiener diffusion model as a process for speeded decisions starts from the
principle of accumulation of information. When an individual is asked to make
a binary choice on the basis of an available stimulus, the assumption is that
evidence from the stimulus accumulates over time and a decision is made when
an upper or lower boundary is reached. Which boundary is reached determines
which response is given, and the number of accretion steps taken is related to
the RT.
The main parameters of the process are:

• boundary separation α: the level of evidence required to make a response
(i.e., speed-accuracy trade-off

• starting point ζinit = αβ: the a priori status of the evidence counter

• average rate of information uptake or drift rate δ: the average amount of
evidence that the observer receives from the stimulus at each sampling

• nondecision time τ : time used for everything except making a decision
(i.e., encoding the stimulus and physically executing the response)
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A graphical illustration of the diffusion model. The probability density for a response

“A” given at time t is shown as d(t).

The model’s likelihood function:

Wiener(t, x|α, τ, β, δ) =
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Trial-to-trial variability

In typical applications, at least some of the diffusion model’s basic parameters
are considered random over trials. In what has become known as the Ratcliff
diffusion model, τ , δ, and ζinit are considered to vary from trial to trial. The
distributions that govern this variability have typically been chosen for com-
putational convenience, but in the Bayesian framework they are no longer a
concern. We choose a Gaussian and truncated Gaussian distribution for δ and
τ , respectively. For the present data, we choose β = 0.5, so that ζinit = α/2.

The data set

Two manipulations of interest:

• speed-accuracy instruction (participants were either instructed to be fast
or to be accurate); we expect that this variable will have an effect on
boundary separation

• manipulation of brightness (there were 33 different levels of brightness),
we expect that this influences the drift rate

Furthermore, it is likely that the data set will contain at least some contaminant
data, which we define as data points that are not generated by the process of
interest and are hence not completely germane to the research question. In line
with previous work, we will consider two types of contaminants: guesses and
delayed startups (Vandekerckhove & Tuerlinckx, 2007).
The data were collected by Ratcliff and Rouder (1998).

Bayesian diffusion model analysis

We performed an example diffusion model analysis using Bayesian methods
that would be highly challenging to implement in a classical statistical con-
text. In a single analysis, we combine psychophysical curve fitting and latent
class assignments. In particular the latter aspect would be computationally in-
tractable with classical methods. Additionally, the application of Bayesian in-
ference makes it straightforward to investigate otherwise complex hypotheses.

Notation

We will use indices i (i = 1, 2) to indicate the different instruction conditions
and s (s = 1, . . . , 33) for the stimulus conditions. An index j denotes trials
nested within conditions. Instead of treating the reaction time and response at a
given trial independently, we denote them together, so that ysij is the outcome
of trial sij. We use the symbol ∼ to denote “is distributed according to”, so that
ysij ∼ Wiener (αsij , τsij , βsij , δsij). N(a,b)

(

µ, σ2
)

indicates a Gaussian distribu-
tion truncated between a and b with mean µ and variance σ2.

Latent Classes

We assumed that there are three types of experimental trials (three distinct psy-
chological processes):

• typical diffusion process (probability 1 − π)

• guesses (probability π(1−γ)): devoid of relevant information (all δsij = 0)

• delayed startups (probability πγ): trials have a different nondecision time

Class memberships are indicated by two binary variables: psij ∼ Bernoulli(π)
and gsij ∼ Bernoulli(γ).

Nonlinear Regression of Drift Rate

We model the effect of stimulus dimensions on accuracy using a Weibull link
function:

νsi = νlo +
(

νhi − νlo
)

×
(
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.

Note that we allow the shape parameter νsh to be different between the
speed/accuracy conditions.
This combination of assumptions in the model can be formally stated as follows.

if psij = 0







ysij ∼ Wiener(αi, τsij , αi/2, δsij)
δsij ∼ N(νsi, η
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if psij = 1 and gsij = 1







ysij ∼ Wiener(αi, τsij , αi/2, δsij)
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otherwise







ysij ∼ Wiener(αi, τsij , αi/2, δsij)
δsij = 0
τsij ∼ N(0,+∞)

(
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Results

Posterior distributions of interesting parameters

In the top two panels (π and γ), line styles indicate participants (KR: dotted, JF:
dashed, NH: full). The low values of π show that there were few outliers. As
a result, there is much posterior uncertainty regarding γ. In the bottom pan-
els, νsh

1 (dashed, for the speed condition) and νsh
2 (full line, for the accuracy

condition) are shown for each participant separately. Significant differences are
visible: the Weibull functions are steeper in the speed-stress conditions.
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Model reproduction of the binary responses

Posterior predictive proportions of ‘bright’ responses, as a function of stimulus
intensity (participant KR). Grey dots indicate 100 posterior samples, open circles
indicate the proportions in the data set. Black dots at top and bottom indicate
observed data points (jittered). Thick dark lines connect the posterior mean
estimate of the response probabilities in each condition.
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Model reproduction of the response times

Posterior predictive RT percentiles (KR). Left panels are for the speed-stressed
condition. The first through fifth row are for the 90th, 70th, 50th, 30th, and 10th

percentiles, respectively. The values of the RT quantiles are shown on the verti-
cal axes. Grey dots indicate 100 posterior samples, the dark lines connect poste-
rior means. Empirical percentiles are shown by crosses.
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Conclusions

• model captures the data fairly well (as in Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998)

• instruction condition affects the drift rate

• there are few outliers

Sample size simulation study

Diffusion model analyses have typically required a large number of data. With
Bayesian methods, the need for large data sets is alleviated. We demonstrate
this by subsampling from the benchmark data, and comparing the results with
the results from the full data set. We sampled—without replacement—either
2, 5, 10, or 20% of the data points for participant KR; thus approximately pre-
serving the relative number of data points in each condition. We applied the
previous model, but now set π = 0. Parameter estimates are very close.

100% 2% 5% 10% 20%
θer 0.25 0.23 0.26 0.25 0.25
αspeed 0.06 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.05
αaccuracy 0.21 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.23
η 0.12 0.08 0.14 0.16 0.16
χer 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04
νhi 0.57 0.43 0.67 0.77 0.71
νlo -0.53 -0.63 -0.74 -0.62 -0.60
νsc 0.56 0.48 0.56 0.63 0.60
νsh

speed 3.07 4.89 2.39 2.20 2.75

νsh
accuracy 2.33 1.83 1.87 1.95 2.32

Discussion

We have implemented a Bayesian diffusion model which can easily incorpo-
rate random effects. An important application is the ability to include random
effects of persons. In this way, the diffusion model can truly be used as a mea-
surement model and it could be applied to data sets with very few data points
per design cell. We are currently extending this hierarchical diffusion model
framework to incorporate crossed random effects, multilevel models, latent re-
gression models, and much more, using the diffusion model measurement level.
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